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Intel Stock Investment Analysis - Nailing the Upside Is The Only Option in my opinion... 

Intel has been a dividend/buyback value stock up till 2021 and the previous CEO, Bob Swan 
was often called a bean counter. Things have changed in the last two years when the new 
CEO turned it into a growth promising stock. Unfortunately for Intel, the switch to growth 
started exactly when growth as an investing premise started to falter. 

 

Intel stock price down more than 50% since new CEO 

However, if Intel manages to turn things around eventually, the stock should rebound and 
surpass previous levels. I'll first look into the last earnings for those already knowing Intel's 
risk and reward and then dig deeper into the business details for a proper risk and reward 
investing analysis to conclude with what is likely the most important thing with Intel; a 
proper investment strategy. 
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Intel 2022 FY Earnings Disaster 

I would describe Intel's earnings as a disaster because of what the management was guiding 
6 to 8 months ago vs. the current reality. They had been saying how gross margins should 
stabilize around 51% and then go higher to the previous levels of 54%. Margins got 
obliterated and fell to 43.8% while revenue was down a staggering 28% for the quarter. 

 

Intel Q4 2022 earnings presentation 

They were constantly lowering the outlook while the real results just went worse. PC related 
sales were simply dismal, and the main issue is that they didn't see it because if they had 
seen in, then they could have kept the margins stable at least by a degree. 

 

Same with the data centers. 
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Network is stable but a much smaller part of the business even if operating margins are also 
down. 

 

Smaller businesses also doing ok. 
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From bad to worse, here is the earnings outlook with even lower gross margins, negative 
earnings and revenues down a staggering 40%. 

 

Here are my notes on the conference call: 

- 'macro headwinds' are the issues according to the CEO 

- PC market has near-term weaknesses but they say they grew market share 

- Server market to decline even further in the first half of 2023 and then recover (we can't 
know whether that will be the case, they promised recovery already and it didn't happen) 
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- $3 billion cost savings focus - (from growth to savings, that is how it goes sometimes) 

- they say they are on track on their growth and product launches and "continue to be 
on track to regain transistor performance and power performance 
leadership by 2025" 

- a lot of talk about tech, but as we see above, it doesn't really matter, what matters is the 
market 

- the internal foundry model should lead to $8 to $10 billion in savings exiting 2025, thus 
2026 

- the plan in short, CEO: 

 

- the following is just an accounting change that will temporarily increase the profits or 
lower the losses, but it is nothing more than accounting and given the performance 
discussed above, it should be brought down to 3 years, not increased to 8:-))) 

 

and numbers will look better by $4 billion, this doesn't fall into the savings plan so ok, but 
still, they are trying to make things look better, likely to get better bonuses but when a 
company starts messing with accounting to make things look better, it is not a good sign. 
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- all in all, if Q1 is a sign of 2023 we are looking at a decline of 50% in revenues from the $79 
billion peak a while ago - analysts look more towards $50, but then again we can't know. 

 

 

With gross margins going from 61.7% to 39% expected, possibly even lower. 

Q&A session 

how to get back to margins of 51% to 53% that you talked about as normal? Answer: 
revenue has to go up, high current inventory burn: 

 

Question on the capex for 2023: 

 

It is a cyclical business, no way around it: 
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Dividend question 

 

Conclusion on earnings call 

It is clear they can't predict their own market and that is normal due to the nature of it. If 
we have a recession in Europe and the US, all their hopes for improvement in the second 
part of 2023 will be destroyed and Intel will be a company with revenues below $50 billion, 
no profit and a very likely dividend cut. That might be the best time to buy but more about 
that in the investment strategy part. 
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Intel Business Overview 

Intel is a company producing semiconductors for all the applications those have, from the 
PCs many of us have on our desks to data centers and so forth. I'll put a negative tone to this 
description because I want you to have a better grasp on the cyclicality and highly 
competitive nature of the semiconductor industry showing how things might not be as 
straightforward as those look on a presentation. 

 

There is certainly opportunity in what Intel does but we must keep in mind it is a very 
cyclical sector. When things in the economy are exuberant, people rush to invest and buy 
while when there is a perceived slowdown, the PC you have already suddenly will do good 
for a while. 
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The same happens within the industry, when things are good companies rush to invest a lot 
of money, increase production, that consequently leads to oversupply and a crash in 
revenues with ugly financials. 

The 2022 Investor presentation is a good place to start understanding Intel. 

 

From the above chart, not even 12 months ahead, demand has crashed, the investments 
don't look as good as those did and Intel is in a bad situation. However, this could be just a 
temporary slowdown for long-term demand growth. 

https://download.intel.com/newsroom/2022/corporate/2022-Intel-Investor-Meeting-CEO.pdf
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Intel's goal is also to lower dependency on China/Asia, but somehow that isn't an issue as 
big as it was 12 months ago. Maybe it will come back as an issue maybe not, but Intel is 
betting big on the need to build local supply chains. 

 

The CEO says they will be leaders in most segments by 2025, a leadership they have lost 
over the last 7 years. 
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Will that be true? Well, the answer will depend on what the competition comes up with and 
even most importantly, at what cost the competition will be able to build. If a competitor 
makes something 20% weaker but 50% cheaper, there goes your leadership. 

The goal is to regain processing leadership: 

 

I Googled the above question to get a tech view on the situation. 

 

Most searches are from news reporting the stated goal but one is countering and saying 
how analysts are skeptical it is something achievable as fast as 2025. 

https://www.businessinsider.com/intel-roadmap-leadership-tsmc-samsung-analyst-skepticism-2025-2021-7
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From Marketwatch: 

 

 

Source: https://www.theregister.com/2022/04/18/tsmc_2nm_2025_timeline/ 

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/intel-changed-the-name-of-its-chips-but-analysts-say-the-story-hasnt-changed-11627413565
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Above, a good overview on what Intel has been saying compared to the same statements 
coming from TSMC. So, who will be the winner, and most importantly, what of it all will 
matter for investment returns, will be seen in the future. I know for sure, it is impossible to 
predict because nobody knows what will demand for semis look like in 2024, 2026 or 2028, 
but all the investments made now for those times have to be done already, so that is what 
creates the risk and reward. 

Intel looks good on its position, but then again, from an investing perspective, there are 
many factors that come into play for good investment returns. 

 

Intel's plan is to invest strongly into new fabs and integrate the production process for itself 
and also customers. 
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A funny slide from the February 2022 presentation, Intel is the next growth story, with 
revenues down 40% since, at least :-(.  

 

 

Based on these projections, Intel was really cheap in 2022 as it had the potential to make 
$20 billion per year in free cash flow, and the plan was to double that by 2026, thus $40 
billion and therefore the market cap of $200 billion didn't seem that bad. 
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I hope Intel gives a new investor day in February to get the new charts as these are 
unfortunately obsolete. Given the sentiment, accounting change, we might not even get an 
investor day. We will see... 

 

There are also other segments like Mobileye. 
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The plan is to go into TSMC's business. 

 

Intel's growth plan: 
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This was the CFO's presentation: 

 

$450 billion total addressable market by 2026 expected (likely changed now) 
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The important thing of these 2022 February slides is to show what the company believed 
and invested on, comparing to how all has changed in not even 12 months. 

 

Guided gross margin for Q1 2023 is 39% 
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With 12% revenue growth and 20% FCF the calculations were that by 2026 or 2027 Intel 
would make $140 billion in revenue and almost $30 billion in FCF. 

 

Just to copy the outlook for 2022 
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that ended like this and is now projecting a loss. 

 

The problem is that to get to their goals, with a revenue drop of $13 billion for 2022, likely 
25 billion for 2023 and possibly another 12 billion for 2024 if things start to improve, Intel 
suddenly needs $40 extra billion to develop on its plans and there is a big difference 
between financing projects with own cash or taking debt, or selling the project to third 
partners like Brookfield. 
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So, these were the business plans and financial expectations. All has changed with a murky 
outlook which means I can't value the company from a linear, as presented above by Intel, 
perspective. I have to think about what could be the scenarios for Intel going forward and 
create a risk and reward framework. 
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Intel Investing Valuation Scenarios 

Given the drop in revenues, if Intel even reaches the projected growth in revenues, after the 
50% quarterly drop, at best we can expect Intel to get back to $80 billion in revenue by 
2026. If that happens and Intel somehow reaches a 10% FCF margin, not 20% as the $140 
billion in revenues simply won't be there, we have $8 billion in FCF on the current $111 
billion valuation. 

If there is a sudden boom in demand for semis like we have enjoyed in 2020 to 2022, Intel 
might reach 20% growth per year, all could rebound and the above shown 2026 projections 
could become true, for $20 or even more billion in FCF. In that case, I would not be 
surprised to see Intel valued at $200 or even $300 billion. 

In case we enter a recession, the current investments in the semiconductor universe are 
enough to cover for demand, margins might remain consistently lower until investments 
retreat and then a boom comes on not enough capacity. In such a slow scenario, Intel could 
linger for a few years or even half a decade until the next boom in the semis cycle. 

I think the key word many have forgotten after almost a decade of nothing but growth for 
the semis industry is that the industry is exactly that: 

CYCLICAL 
And that perfectly explains what has happened and you have seen how even Intel's 
management got caught in the cycle reversal. Can we predict when the cycle downturn will 
turn into an upturn? I think we can predict it will turn, but whether it will be a downturn of 
one year or 5 years, is impossible to predict. 
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Intel Investing Scenarios - You Are Your Worst Enemy 

 

I just received an email which is in line with many other emails I have received over the 
years about how I should research the whole industry and find the winners there. I 
remember having a discussion about semis with a person that has been investing in those 
since 1995 and all he said to me was how unpredictable the industry was and that nobody 
has any idea of how fast it can turn. Well, I think Intel's recent earnings showed exactly that. 

On the other hand, everybody is looking at the huge upside many semiconductor stocks had 
over the last 5 years and many are simply chasing that success, convincing themselves about 
factors that will make the change. I wish I could give you the best semis stock to buy but the 
more I look at the sector the more I see it is an impossible feat. 

Now when it comes to investing, Intel is clearly a cyclical and one can play on those cycle 
swings. Here is Peter Lynch's word on how to play on that: 

 

So, when it comes to investing in Intel, or any other semis company for that matter, we have 
the following scenarios: 

- Recession, sluggish demand on increased competition coming from all the heavy 
investments made in the last few years based on the rosy expectations of future growth. In 
such an environment almost nobody makes money, or if so, they make very little money. 

- Quick upturn, as inventories have to be replenished, demand for chips grows fast again, 
companies invest into future growth, AI etc. In such a scenario, everybody makes money. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jw1S1V4ASQw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jw1S1V4ASQw
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- First sluggish for a year or two, then a fast upturn. 

- oversupply for 5 years of more, looks so ugly that you regret the day you learned the world 
semiconductor stocks 

Now, when it comes to investing, you can gamble on every quarter being the one that will 
be the rebound quarter and hope to nail the bottom. That is a game that can pay-off if 
things rebound but it can also look ugly for longer. 

Peter Lynch suggests waiting for things to start improving first and then playing on that 
trend of improving earnings. So, after the first two quarters of good are in and it is clear it 
will last for a year or two, that is the best risk and reward strategy. however, this also means 
you miss the current possible bottom, and you buy at $40 to ride the wave to $60 for 
example. 

 

On what is priced in above, I think the expectations of improvements in the second part of 
2023 and a return to growth going forward is priced in. I don't think anybody now in the 
market believes that the current situation is more than just a temporary pause in the 
everlasting growth cycle that we have been in. This also means that if the growth doesn't 
start materializing, there is a lot more pain down the road for stocks. 

The biggest blow for Intel could come if the next quarters are bad and then they cut the 
dividend. If they do it, I would not be surprised to see Intel in the teens. 
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So, whether this is a generational opportunity to by Intel or we will see Intel in the teens, 
depends on how the semis industry will develop over 2023 and longer. After a few years of 
following, I have learned that it is impossible to predict, thus all one can do is gamble, which 
also explains the extreme interest in a stock like this. It definitely is a risk and reward 
situation. 

I'll simply stick to my plan which is to keep watching and keeping an open possibility that 
maybe all the stars align, and I can find a low risk, high reward investment opportunity in 
this space. At the moment the risk is there and the reward is uncertain. Keep in mind that if 
one follows about 20 such situations, maybe here and there one will be in the sweet spot. 
That is proper investing in my eyes. 

Want to sleep well? Forget about semiconductor stocks - there is plenty of other :-) 
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